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 By Rebecca Fiedler 
Staff Writer

Interstate 35 construction in Central 
Texas has resulted in the closure of main 
lanes for hours at a time, sometimes fun-
neling traffic off the interstate entirely 
and onto access roads.

I-35 has been under construction for 
improvement in different sections across 
Texas for years. At the end of 2013, 
construction projects began around 
the Temple area, and currently there is 
traffic-impeding construction between 
Hewitt and Temple.

The Texas Department of Transpor-
tation is monitoring traffic constantly 
and trying to limit the number of main 
lane closures on I-35, said Jodi Wheatley, 
I-35 information specialist for the Texas 
Department of Transportation.

“We have guys who look into this 
from the Texas Transportation Institute 
from Texas A&M University,” Wheatley 
said. “They work with us on this. Part of 
what they do is called mobility coordina-
tion. They help us keep an eye on which 
construction companies want to close 
lanes and when. Sometimes companies 
get permission to close lanes and some-
times they don’t. We’re trying to at least 
keep the driving delay to a maximum of 
36 minutes.”

There will eventually be maintenance 
work between South Loop 340 in Waco 
to North Loop 340. There will also be ac-
cess road work done in the Waco area. 
Wheatley said she predicts this will start 
in about six months.

Many of the main lanes that run 
through Waco were build in the 1960s 
and are old, and the roads have been re-
quiring constant maintenance, Wheatley 
said. 

“It’s not a quick fix to do it right,” she 
said.

Cpl. Christopher Wilcox, public in-
formation officer for the Temple Police 
Department, has traveled along I-35 
during multiple lane closures and been 
funneled onto access roads.

“One night I came in to stop by the 
sheriff ’s department in Salado and I got 
sent off the interstate and over on the 
service road,” Wilcox said. “I got back on 
and got to Belton to stop by the sheriff ’s 
office because they were working a proj-
ect in that section, and I got taken off the 
interstate and sent to the service road. 
Then, when I came through Temple, 
they had one lane closed and traffic was 
funneled into two inside lanes.”

Wilcox said the construction is hap-
pening north and southbound on I-35.

“And it’s generally going on at what 
seems like all at the exact same time,” 
Wilcox said. 

Temple police officers will be sta-
tioned at the construction, Wilcox said. 
Officers will sit with emergency lights on 
so that people coming up to construc-
tion scene will pay attention to.

“We have a contract with construc-
tion companies,” Wilcox said. “They 
contract with off-duty officers to come 
out and provide what’s kind of like safety 
security service for them.”

Wheatley said the Texas Department 

By Jordan Corona
Staff Writer

Waco police took no bull Tuesday after-
noon when a begrudged bovine ran through 
the neighborhood behind LaSalle Avenue in 
South Waco around 1:30 p.m. 

Police attended to the loosed livestock and 
tried to keep it away from the traffic along the 
major street until they were able to corner it 
in a grassy lot off Third and LaSalle Streets. 

Sgt. Patrick Swanton, public information 
officer for the Waco Police Department, said 
the bull escaped from Jager Veterinary Clinic 
on the traffic circle at Valley Mills Drive.

Dr. Mitchell Jager has been treating ani-
mals in the community for 45 years. The bull 
jumped a 7-foot fence at the clinic where he 
was being vaccinated.

“We average 25 to 30 head of cattle a 

week,” he said. “It was just like an industrial 
accident. This sort of thing happens on the 
ranch all the time.”

Waco police used social media to urge 
people to use caution if driving around 12th 
and LaSalle streets, where sightings of the bull 
were reported. Almost an hour later, the ani-
mal was subdued. 

“The bull broke out and then didn’t want 
to be messed with,” Swanton said. “Officers 
were able to keep him away from the street 
and we have cowboy folks who work with us 
for these situations.”

Brian Leathers and an associate from the 
Hillsboro area were called to the scene. Leath-
ers brought his trailer, a horse and some rope 
to help keep the situation under control.

“We just got the call to see about a bull,” 
Leathers said. “He wanted to put up a fight, 
but we roped him.”

The rogue bull that escaped from Jager Veterinary Clinic on Tuesday afternoon 
was cornered and roped on a lot off Third and LaSalle streets. 
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An unidentified woman wearing a mask depicting the flight of the missing Malaysia Airline, MH370, poses Monday in front of 
the “wall of hope” at Kuala Lumpur International Airport in Sepang, Malaysia.

Joshua PauL | assoCiated Press

A Chinese relative of passengers aboard a missing Malaysia Airlines plane, 
cries as she is escorted by a woman while leaving a hotel room for relatives of 
passengers on March 9 in Beijing, China.

andy Wong | assoCiated Press
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Bulls on parade: Bovine runs amuck in South Waco

Searching for answers
Hunt continues 
for missing 
Malaysian flight

By Kristen Gelineau and Nick Perry
Associated Press

WELLINGTON, New Zealand — The 
plane must be somewhere. But the same can 
be said for Amelia Earhart’s.

Ten days after Malaysia Airlines Flight 
370 disappeared with 239 people aboard, 
an exhaustive international search has pro-
duced no sign of the Boeing 777, raising an 
unsettling question: What if the airplane is 
never found?

Such an outcome, while considered un-
likely by many experts, would certainly tor-
ment the families of those missing. It would 
also flummox the airline industry, which will 
struggle to learn lessons from the incident if 
it doesn’t know what happened.

While rare nowadays, history is not short 
of such mysteries — from the most famous of 
all, American aviator Earhart, to planes and 
ships disappearing in the so-called Bermuda 

Professor explains Flight 370 
technical, tangible theories

By Taylor Griffin  
News Editor

Meteor showers, 
terrorism, pilot sui-
cide, alien invasion — 
countless theories have 
surfaced surrounding 
the Malaysian Airlines 
Flight 370 that lost con-

tact with air traffic controllers on March 
8. The unexplained disappearance of this 
Boeing 777 aircraft, which was headed to 
Beijing, has dumbfounded both airline of-
ficials and the rest of the world.

As an aeronautical engineer and retired 
marine fighter pilot, Dick Campbell, senior 
lecturer and assistant chair of mechanical 
engineering, offers a few technical explana-
tions to the various theories regarding this 
ongoing mystery.

Q: How is it pos-
sible that the air-
craft has completely 
been lost?

A: If devices 
were turned off de-
liberately, then it’s 
fairly easy to dis-
appear, especially 
in that part of the 
world. There’s a lot 
of open ocean where radar coverage is not 
very good, and while a large metal airplane 
can be tracked by a radar, it returns a very, 
very weak signal. 

Air traffic control radars are designed 
more to pick up a radar response from the 
airplane, and that’s what this box called a 

SEE MISSING, page 6

Triangle.
“When something like this hap-

pens that confounds us, we’re of-
fended by it, and we’re scared by it,” 
said Ric Gillespie, a former U.S. avia-
tion accident investigator who wrote 
a book about Earhart’s still-unsolved 
1937 disappearance over the Pacific 
Ocean. “We had the illusion of con-
trol and it’s just been shown to us 
that oh, folks, you know what? A re-
ally big airliner can just vanish. And 
nobody wants to hear that.”

Part of the problem, said Andrew 
Thomas, the editor-in-chief of the 
Journal of Transportation Security, 
is that airline systems are not as so-
phisticated as many people might 
think. A case in point, he said, is that 
airports and airplanes around the 
world use antiquated radar track-
ing technology, first developed in 
the 1950s, rather than modern GPS 
systems.

A GPS system might not have 
solved the mystery of Flight 370, 
which disappeared March 8 while 
flying from Kuala Lumpur, Malay-
sia, to Beijing. But it would probably 
have given searchers a better read 
on the plane’s last known location, 
Thomas said.

“There are lots of reasons why 
they haven’t changed, but the major 
one is cost,” he said. “The next-gen-
eration technology would cost $70 to 
$80 billion in the U.S.”

Experts say the plane’s disap-
pearance will likely put pressure on 
airlines and governments to improve 
the way they monitor planes, includ-
ing handoff procedures between 
countries. Flight 370 vanished after it 
signed off with Malaysian air-traffic 
controllers, and never made contact 

SEE THEORIES, page 6
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If the Nobel Peace Prize 
wants to save its reputation, 
considering Vladimir Putin for 
the usually prestigious award is 
another step in the wrong direc-
tion. While Putin is in the run-
ning to be named a “champion 
of peace,” he is trying to forcibly 
annex Crimea, an autonomous 
republic in Ukraine. 

Putin is resisting all warn-
ings from the international com-
munity, acting purely in Russia’s 
self-interest. According to Peace 
Research Institute Oslo, the Rus-
sian leader was nominated for 
the “averting of an air strike on 
Syria after the chemical gas at-
tacks in August 2013.” 

Because, after all, Putin brokered a tough deal 
with Syria to reduce chemical weapons, making 
the world safe once again. It sounds plausible, 
except for the fact that Syria has only reduced 10 
percent of the chemical weapons that were sup-
posed to be destroyed by early February. One can 
imagine Putin isn’t putting too much pressure on a 
major Russian ally.

This isn’t the first time the Nobel Peace Prize 
has been heavily criticized. Last year, the winner 
was the European Union. No, not a leader of the 
EU — the entire 17-country organization itself. At 
the time, unemployment was more than 25 percent 
in some EU countries, and the union itself was in a 
state of political turmoil.

Ironically, as millions of their own citizens were 
rioting in the streets due to the disastrous Euro-
pean financial crisis, EU leaders were busy bicker-
ing about who got to accept a prize lauding their 
achievements of peace.

Or think back to 2007. Irena Sendler was re-

portedly nominated for the No-
bel Peace Prize. Sendler, a Pol-
ish social worker, risked her life 
every day to smuggle Jews out 
of the Nazi-controlled Warsaw 
Ghetto during World War II. 

The Los Angeles Times re-
ported, “She and her friends 
smuggled the children out in 
boxes, suitcases, sacks and cof-
fins, sedating babies to quiet 
their cries.” She is believed to 
have rescued more 3,000 people. 

Though she was captured and 
brutally tortured by the Nazis 
several times, she never revealed 
her mission.

So why didn’t Sendler win 
the prize in 2007? A PowerPoint 

on global warming convinced the committee that 
former vice president Al Gore had done more to 
fight for peace. The $1 million in prize money he 
received was pocket change for the man worth 
more than $200 million already.

In 2009, just a few months after President 
Barack Obama took office, he was awarded the 
Nobel Peace Prize. 

“Thanks to Obama’s initiative, the USA is now 
playing a more constructive role in meeting the 
great climatic challenges the world is confronting,” 
said the Norwegian Nobel Committee at the time. 
Right.

There are several superbly qualified candidates 
in the running this year. Let’s hope the commission 
awards the Nobel Peace Prize to someone worthy, 
rather than repeating some of the mistakes of the 
past.

Danny Huizinga is a junior Business Fellow from 
Chicago. He is a guest columnist for The Lariat. Fol-
low him @HuizingaDanny on Twitter.

Warren Buffett is a smart man. 
That’s part of how he became the 
second-wealthiest man in Ameri-
ca according to Forbes. One of his 
latest moves is just another stroke 
of genius in the business world, 
and it has put him in the national 
spotlight.

Buffett has teamed up with 
Quicken Loans to host the bracket 
challenge and has offered $1 bil-
lion to anyone who can correctly 
predict the entire men’s NCAA 
Tournament bracket. If you hap-
pen to correctly predict all of the 
winners, then you have the choice 
of a $500 million lump sum pay-
ment or 40 annual installments of 
$25 million. 

Before you start dreaming of 
dropping out of school and buying 
your own Galapagos island, you 
should consider the harsh reality 
of the matter: Warren Buffett is the 
only person that will make money 
off of his bracket challenge.

The first 15 million people to 
sign up are eligible and each par-
ticipant must be at least 18 years 
old to claim the prize.

In a press release from Quicken 
Loans, Buffett said that he would 
be glad to hand out the money if 
someone was able to fill out a per-
fect bracket. 

Even if he were forced to pay 
up, Buffett would only have to fork 
over about 1.7 percent of his total 
net worth, according to Forbes.

On the surface, it doesn’t seem 
like Buffett has any way of making 
money. 

After all, the challenge is free to 
entrants. But it all becomes clear 
upon looking at the entry form. 

After filling out personal in-
formation, participants are asked 
if they currently own a home, if 
they plan on purchasing a home 
and what their estimated current 
mortgage rate is. 

This information alone is valu-
able because companies want to 
buy it, and if Buffett has this kind 
of information about 15 million 
people, then companies will be 
willing to pay top dollar for it.

After the mortgage question, 
there are three boxes with offers 
that users can opt into. 

The first is an offer to speak to 
a home loan expert from Quicken 
loans, the second offers a free 
credit report from Quizzle.com 
and the final box offers a discount 
on purchasing a Fathead wall de-
cal. 

Getting these offers on Buffett’s 
sign-up sheet isn’t free, so this is 
just another way Buffett is going 
to profit.

His tournament challenge is 
also a very safe venture. Since the 
NCAA expanded the tournament 
to 68 teams, there are 63 games to 

predict correctly. This, however, is 
no small task.

According to USA To-
day, the odds of correctly pre-
dicting each winner are 1 in 
9,233,372,036,854,755,808. 

Simply put, 1 in 9.23 quintil-
lion, which is a number that is dif-
ficult, possibly even impossible, to 
fathom. 

USA Today sports writer Chris 
Chase put everyone’s chances of 
filling our a perfect bracket in 
perspective when he wrote, “The 
perfect bracket winner could be 
you, right? No, no it could not… 
If everyone on earth filled out 100 
brackets, it would theoretically 
take 13 million years to get a per-
fect bracket.”

Since there is no time to test the 
theory, it is best to just accept that 
every bracket will be flawed. 

However, that doesn’t mean 
you should abandon all hope. 

The 20 most accurate brackets 
will yield $100,000 each to their 
entrants. Compared to the chances 
that an entrant will win the $1 bil-
lion, this is much more likely. 

There is also a charitable as-
pect to Buffett’s bracket challenge. 
Quicken Loans has committed 
$1 million to help educate ur-
ban youth in Detroit and Cleve-
land. Because of this, participants 
should be glad that they have en-
tered a challenge that helps the 
community. Hoping to win $1 bil-
lion is simply unrealistic.
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Who speaks for Ghanson De-
brosse?

Before he was born, many 
people did. Anti-abortion groups 
did. Churches did. Protesters did. 
And lawmakers did. Florida, for 
instance, requires that a woman 
undergo an ultrasound before get-
ting an abortion, and the provider 
must offer her the option of view-
ing the image.

Ghanson was not aborted. He 
was born, Oct. 26, 2010, to a teen-
age mother, Fafane Caze. During 
his short stay on this Earth, he 
endured enough pain for a life-
time. Police say that when he wet 
the floor, his mother burned his 
genitals with a lighter, and when he 
soiled his diaper, she beat him with a broom handle. 
They say she once hurled him across a room where 
he crashed into a table. And that in a fight with the 
boy's father, she used him as a weapon, trying to 
throw him at the man.

Ghanson died on Jan. 21. He had burns on his 
face and fingers. He had scars in the shape of belt 
buckles.

The Florida Department of Children & Families 
knew Ghanson was in trouble. It received three re-
ports on its hotline. But the agency concluded there 
was no reason to remove him from that house.

So the answer is obvious. Who speaks for Ghan-
son? No one did.

In "Innocents Lost," a report by Audra D.S. 
Burch and Carol Marbin Miller published this week 
by the Miami Herald, we learn that the number of 
children dying has spiked since DCF made a delib-
erate decision almost a decade ago to sharply reduce 
the number of children taken into state care and to 
slash "services, monitoring and protections for the 
increased number of children left with their violent, 
neglectful, mentally-ill or drug-addicted parents."

Money was saved. Children were not. And there 
is an irony here too acute to ignore. 

We have these great debates over children who 
are not yet born. We have marches and shouting 

matches and legislative protec-
tions for children who are not yet 
born.

But what about the children 
who are already here? How is it 
they can groan in hunger, how 
is it they can be shaken to piec-
es, slammed into walls, mashed 
under car tires while those who 
should protect them do not, yet 
there are no marches, no dem-
onstrations, no placards lifted or 
lawmakers making speeches?

"Abortion stops a beating 
heart," goes an old anti-abortion 
slogan. But so does a skull frac-
ture.

Not that it is only abortion 
foes who are indicted here. The in-

dictment extends to all of us who watch with com-
placent silence as budgets are balanced on the backs 
of the voiceless and vulnerable.

Somehow, there is always enough money to give 
another billionaire another tax break. Somehow, we 
always find a way to build the new stadium to keep 
the team in town.

But who speaks for Shaiunna Hare, 2, crushed 
by a python kept, barely secured, by her drug-ad-
dled mother and the mother's boyfriend?

Who speaks for Kaleb Cronk, 1, run over by 
a pickup truck in his mother's driveway after she 
went inside and left him unattended? Who speaks 
for Logan Hancock, 2 months, who died of a skull 
fracture? His second. Who speaks for Emanuel 
Murray, 3 months, allegedly thrown from a moving 
car by his mother's boyfriend? Who decries the fact 
that we had the chance to intervene and did not?

The implication is as clear as it is appalling. We 
will argue, protest and legislate over a child's right 
to be here before she arrives.

Once she gets here, though, she's on her own.
Leonard Pitts Jr., winner of the 2004 Pulitzer 

Prize for commentary, is a columnist for the Miami 
Herald, 3511 N.W. 91 Avenue, Doral, Fla. 33172. 
Readers may write to him via email at lpitts@miami-
herald.com.

Don’t abandon our children

Leonard Pitts | Miami Herald
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A white-handed gibbon walks across a rope bridge on March 12 on Gibbon Island 
in Waco’s Cameron Park Zoo.  White-handed gibbons, which are native to Thai-
land, Burma, and Malaysia, have arms that are twice as long as their bodies.  

Travis Taylor | lariaT PhoTo EdiTor

Master of the tightrope

By Vladimir Isachenkov
Associated Press

MOSCOW — In a gilded Kremlin 
hall used by czars, Vladimir Putin re-
drew Russia’s borders Tuesday by de-
claring the Crimean Peninsula part of 
the motherland — provoking a surge of 
emotion among Russians who lament 
the loss of empire and denunciations 
from Western leaders who called Putin 
a threat to the world.

In an ominous sign, a Ukrainian ser-
viceman and a member of a local self-
defense brigade were killed by gunfire in 
Crimea just hours after Putin’s speech, 
the first fatalities stemming from the 
Russian takeover.

While Putin’s action was hailed by 
jubilant crowds in Moscow and cities 
across Russia, Ukraine’s new govern-
ment called the Russian president a 
threat to the “civilized world and in-
ternational security,” and the U.S. and 
Europe threatened tougher sanctions 
against Moscow.

Vice President Joe Biden, meeting 
with anxious European leaders in Po-
land, denounced what he called “noth-
ing more than a land grab.”

“The world has seen through Rus-
sia’s actions and has rejected the flawed 
logic,” Biden said.

In an emotional 40-minute speech 
televised live from the Kremlin’s chan-
deliered St. George hall, Putin said the 
time has come to correct a historical in-
justice and stand up to Western pressure 
by incorporating Crimea.

“In people’s hearts and minds, 
Crimea has always been an integral part 
of Russia,” he declared.

He dismissed Western criticism of 
Sunday’s Crimean referendum — in 
which residents of the strategic Black 
Sea peninsula voted overwhelmingly to 
break off from Ukraine and join Rus-
sia — as a manifestation of the West’s 
double standards.

“They tell us that we are violating 
the norms of international law. First of 
all, it’s good that they at least remember 
that international law exists,” Putin said, 
pointing at what he called the U.S. tram-
pling of international norms in wars in 
Serbia, Iraq, Afghanistan and Libya.

“Our Western partners led by the 
United States prefer to proceed not from 
international law, but the law of might in 
their practical policies,” he said.

Only hours after Putin boasted 
that the Russian takeover of Crimea 
was conducted without a single shot, a 
Ukrainian military spokesman said a 
Ukrainian serviceman was killed and 
another injured when a military facil-
ity in Crimea was stormed Tuesday by 
armed men.

Thousands of Russian troops had 
overtaken Crimea two weeks before 
Sunday’s hastily called referendum, 
seizing some Ukrainian military bas-
es, blockading others and pressuring 
Ukrainian soldiers to surrender their 
arms and leave. Putin insisted the Rus-
sian troops were in Crimea under a 
treaty with Ukraine that allows Russia 
to have up to 25,000 troops at its Black 
Sea fleet base in Crimea.

“It was only when Crimea suddenly 
ended up in a different country that 
Russia realized that it had not simply 
been robbed but plundered, Putin said.

Despite the massing of thousands 
of Russian troops on Ukraine’s eastern 
border, Putin insisted his nation had no 
intention of invading other regions in 
Ukraine.

“We don’t want a division of Ukraine. 
We don’t need that,” he said.

“If Ukraine goes to NATO or the EU, 
Putin will do everything so that it goes 
there without the east and south,” said 
Vadim Karasyov, a Kiev-based political 
analyst.

“Putin basically told the West that 
Russia has the right to veto the way 
Ukraine will develop. And if not, then 

Crimea is only a precedent of how piec-
es of Ukraine can be chopped off, one 
by one.”

Putin insisted the months of protests 
in the Ukrainian capital, Kiev, which 
prompted President Viktor Yanukovych 
to flee to Russia, had been instigated 
by the West to weaken Russia. He cast 
the new Ukrainian government as il-
legitimate, driven by radical “national-
ists, neo-Nazis, Russophobes and anti-
Semites.”

“Today’s statement by Putin showed 
in high relief what a real threat Russia 
is for the civilized world and interna-
tional security,” Ukrainian Foreign Min-
istry spokesman Evhen Perebinis said 
on Twitter. Annexation of Crimea “has 
nothing to do with law or with democ-
racy or sensible thinking.”

For his part, Putin accused the West 
of cheating Russia and ignoring its inter-
ests in the years that followed the Soviet 
collapse.

“They have constantly tried to drive 
us into a corner for our independent 
stance,” Putin told the gathered law-
makers and top officials. “But there are 
limits. And in the case of Ukraine, our 
Western partners have crossed a line. 
They have behaved rudely, irresponsibly 
and unprofessionally.”

Following the speech, Putin and 
Crimean officials signed a treaty for the 
region to join Russia. While it must still 
be endorsed by Russia’s Constitutional 
Court and ratified by both houses of 
parliament, Valentina Matviyenko, the 
speaker of the upper house, said those 
steps could be completed by the end of 
the week.

“It is completely unacceptable for 
Russia to use force to change borders, 
on the basis of a sham referendum held 
at the barrel of a Russian gun,” British 
Prime Minister David Cameron said. 
“The choice remains for President Putin: 
Take the path of de-escalation or face in-
creasing isolation and tighter sanctions.”

Putin signs treaty to add 
Crimea to map of Russia

Download The Baylor Lariat app
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By Kat Worrall
Reporter

It all started with a $10 purchase of a 
domain name – paizlee.com. 

From there, Baylor alumnae Katie 
Henry and Emily Rawls built their online 
fashion site, Paizlee, and at 6 p.m. today 
in 403 Cashion Academic Center, they will 
be giving entrepreneurial advice on how 
they did it.  

The event is free and open to the pub-
lic. Henry and Rawls’ talk will be followed 
with a trunk show full of Paizlee merchan-
dise. 

The event is presented by Baylor Busi-
ness Women. 

The 2008 graduates did not think they 
would own their own shopping site. Hen-
ry, a business major, and Rawls, a commu-
nication studies major, worked together at 
Common Grounds as students. 

After graduation, they were both in 
jobs that, Rawls said, left them wanting 
more. 

“We both were kind of in jobs that left 
us a bit unfulfilled,” Rawls said. “I think 
Katie and I like to be in charge. We want-
ed to be our own boss.”

With the domain purchase, it began. 
Both Henry and Rawls invested $2,000 
into the company and after six months of 
planning, the shopping site was launched 
in August 2012. 

Within three days, they had made 
back their original investment. 

Starting small, rather than putting all 
of your savings into a startup business, is 
one of the tips Henry and Rawls said they 
would give students. 

“Once you test it and see that you en-
joy it and have a following, you just build 
it each day,” Henry said. “You’re not stuck 
with forms of debt and overwhelmed if it 
doesn’t take off.”

Soon after the launch, most of Paizlee’s 
merchandise was sold out, and they had 
to quickly order more.

“The biggest thing that I recommend 
to people is to just attempt it and do it at a 
low cost,” Henry said. “You can really test 
the market and see if there is something 
out there without breaking the bank.”

Henry and Rawls created their busi-
ness without any outside help, besides 
contracting a graphic designer for their 
logo and the occasional photographer. 

Learning as they go, with a mistake 
every now and then, is another key factor 

Rawls said led to their success. 
“The best way to learn what’s right is 

by doing what’s wrong,” she said. “You’re 
going to make mistakes, and you can’t be 
afraid of them.”

As Paizlee continues to grow, Henry 
said she believes their success isn’t the de-

ciding factor, but rather doing something 
both she and Rawls enjoy with a person 
they enjoy working with. 

“When you’re happy in what you do, 
it really makes all the difference over the 
financial benefit of a high-paying salary,” 
she said.

Across
1 Uncertainty
6 Bit of gel
9 Classroom supply
14 Media mogul Winfrey
15 Old studio letters
16 Google rival
17 “The Cloister and the Hearth” author 
Charles
18 Smart remark
20 Bowling building
21 Year’s record
22 Word from a heckler
23 Firmness of spirit
25 Makes furious
27 Crisp cookie
31 Ditty
35 Old vitamin bottle no.
36 Melville novel that continued the 
story from “Typee”
37 Betray like a stoolie
38 Country music’s __ Ridge Boys
39 Team supporters, collectively
42 “As I see it,” in texts
43 Reaper’s bundle
45 LAX predictions
46 Windy City hrs.
47 Can in a cooler
48 Super-popular
51 Jessica of “Sin City”
53 Voice below soprano
54 Unit of resistance
57 Desktop computer that inspired 
clones
59 Rainy-day covers
63 Compulsive cleaner
65 “__ you to try it!”
66 Fad
67 Place for pampering
68 Israeli desert
69 Voice an objection
70 Skosh
71 Lose it, and a hint to the last words 
of 18-, 27-, 48- and 63-Across

Down
1 Cartoon explorer with a cousin named 
Diego
2 German automaker
3 Eurasian border river
4 Rotten apple

5 Race track cry after “And”
6 Holmes’ confidant
7 Similar
8 Region bordering Croatia
9 Rinse or spin, e.g.
10 Guffaw syllable
11 Obsessed fictional captain
12 Bonkers
13 Early cartoon clown
19 Lawman Wyatt
24 Culinary author Rombauer
26 RR stop
27 “That’s disgusting!”
28 Montana neighbor
29 Ready to skinny-dip
30 Prestigious prize
32 City in upstate New York
33 Asian menu assurance
34 Cyberjotting
37 Turning back to zero, as an odometer
40 Smear campaign commercial

41 Satirist Mort
44 Duracell size
48 Shortened wd.
49 Least plausible
50 Truckers’ competition
52 Career soldier
54 One way to store pics
55 “Grab this”
56 Title of respect
58 Mama’s mate
60 Sitar music
61 Get ready for the OR
62 Golfer Ballesteros
64 Shih __: Tibetan dog

Difficulty: Medium

By Steven Zeitchik
Los Angeles Times                                                             

via McClatchy-Tribune

LOS ANGELES — Everything else is going 3-D 
and computer generated. Why not Lucy, Snoopy and 
the rest of the “Peanuts” gang?

At least, that’s what those behind a November 
2015 release starring Charlie Brown and his beloved 
canine are hoping. 

Directed by “Ice Age: Continental Drift” helmer 
Steve Martino, “Peanuts,” which uses various 21st 
century technologies, looks to tap into the interest we 
typically have for “Peanuts” around the holidays, this 

time on the big screen.
Blue Sky and Fox’s “Peanuts” reboot 

unveiled a teaser Tuesday on ABC’s 
“Good Morning America” after debuting 
images in USA Today. 

There wasn’t much in the teaser, a 
quick “2001” nod followed by Snoopy get-
ting overly affectionate with his less-than-hir-
sute owner. 

The USA Today piece also revealed that 
Charlie’s lightly seen love interest, “the little 
red-haired girl,” will have a prominent role in 
the film.

But more important than the what is the 

how — specifically, how a computer 
generated Charlie Brown looks. The 
answer? Slick and a little strange.
Apparently aware of how some purists 

might react, Charles Schulz’s son Craig, 
who’s involved in the film, tells USA Today 

that he’s “way more protective than my father 
would have been. Our No. 1 goal was always 
to be authentic to his work and legacy.”

Those who remember Schulz’s sly, 
sweet hand-drawn cartoons from the page 

and the screen may nonetheless be a little 
taken aback to see their beloved characters 
so digital and crystalline, rather than with 

the minimalist, rough-around-the-edges look favored 
for decades. 

The handmade quality, and the resistance to new 
trends in animation and technology, is, after all, ex-
actly what has made “Peanuts” so timeless. 

Then again, this may also divide along generation-
al lines. 

School-age viewers are already so conditioned to 
seeing animation in computer generated imagery, and 
may primarily have been exposed to Peanuts charac-
ters through an occasional holiday special as well as 
those Met Life ads on their parents’ shows, and who 
sheds tears over changes to those?

The film is scheduled to hit theaters Nov. 6, 2015.

Good grief: Charlie Brown gets 3-D treatment

Paizlee entrepreneurs:
Follow dreams, don’t 
be afraid of mistakes

Alumnae Katie Henry (left) and Emily Rawls (right), co-founders of the online fashion site 
Paizlee will speak about their experiences as apparel entrepreneurs at 6 p.m. today in 403 
Cashion Academic Center. 

Courtesy Photo

Paizlee models show some of the many apparel merchandise available at paizlee.com. 
Henry and Rawls launched their website in 2012 and within three days made back their 
original investment.

Courtesy Photos By taylor lord
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Bears cruise to 9-3 win over Houston Baptist
By Jeffrey Swindoll

Sports Writer

Baylor baseball’s offense came 
to life against the Houston Baptist 
Huskies in a 9-3 blowout Tuesday 
at Baylor Ballpark. The Bears (12-
9, 2-1) start a weekend series with 
conference rival Oklahoma State 
(15-6, 0-0) on Friday at home.

“Clearly Houston Baptists’ 
pitching was up against it,” head 
coach Steve Smith said. “They 
had a 15-inning game on Sunday, 
and that’s more than just a starter. 
That’s a couple of arms. So, we 
caught them at the right time.”

The Bears opened the flood-
gates already in the first two in-
nings with nine hits and eight runs. 
HBU had to play catch-up as its 
pitchers were put under high pres-
sure from the Bears’ hitting. HBU’s 
pitching posed no outstanding 
threat to the Bears who seemed to 
get on with base hits or walks, re-
gardless of who was on the mound. 

Baylor’s hitting was on point Tues-
day, but HBU gave the Bears plenty 
of freebies.

Smith said HBU’s pitching was 
not necessarily as poor as the score 
indicated, but it was simply a mat-
ter of finishing two-strike counts 
and turning them into strikeouts 
that bit the Huskies early on. Nine 
runs is a tough scoreline to come 
back from. On the other hand, the 
nine-run lead gave Baylor a mas-
sive boost in confidence on Tues-
day.

“We’ve been in so many close 
games, and the way the Texas Tech 
game kind of fell apart on us Sun-
day, I think [the eight-run start to 
the game against Houston Baptist] 
just helped everybody relax a little 
bit and just play,” Smith said.

The eight runs to start the game 
put Baylor in comfortable position 
in this one-off midweek game. The 
huge lead enabled pitchers to settle 
in with less pressure.

“It really helped to get that 
lead early,” freshman pitcher Dan-

iel Castano (2-0) said. “After that 
I could just settle down, throw 
strikes and let the defense work. 
We’re kind of a home team right 
now, which we kind of need to 
change when we go on the road. I 
think the win can give us momen-
tum after the series win against 
Tech. Hopefully, we can keep it 
rolling and get a sweep or a series 
win against Oklahoma State.”

Although four pitchers saw the 
mound for the Bears, all turned in 
solid shifts. It was only in the ninth 
inning that the Huskies were able 
to rake in a couple runs. Baylor al-
ready rotated in a secondary lineup 
of substitutes by that time. Young 
players such as freshman Lane Kel-
ly and freshman Ben Carl earned 
valuable innings on the defensive 
side. 

“As the whole [game] panned 
out, it gave us an opportunity to 
clear the bench and get a lot of guys 
in there,” Smith said. “Everybody 
will go home tonight with a pretty 
good taste in their mouth.”

Baylor’s all-time record against 
the Huskies is 3-1. All games be-
tween the two programs have been  
played at Baylor Ballpark. Baylor 
is tied atop the Big 12 Conference 
after the series win over Texas Tech 
last weekend. Baylor was predicted 
to finish sixth in the Big 12 pre-
season. 

“I think it’s good to get these 
midweek games, and get ahead 
early,” sophomore second base-
man West Tunnell said. “That way, 
guys can get in a rhythm and get 
confident in the box and feel com-
fortable. That kind of carries [the 
team] into the weekend.”

This weekend will be OSU’s 
opening Big 12 series, and it will 
have to start on the road against 
the Bears. 

Baylor holds a 10-2 record this 
season at Baylor Ballpark. First 
pitch of game one will be at 6:35 
p.m. Friday, game two at 3:05 p.m. 
Saturday and game three at 1:05 
p.m. Sunday. The series will be tele-
vised on Fox College Sports.

No. 12 softball tops Texas State 2-0 with one-hit pitching effort
By Shehan Jeyarajah

Sports Writer

For a while, Whitney Canion 
could do no wrong. The sixth-year 
senior pitcher has been one of the 
best pitchers in collegiate softball 
since arriving in Waco, including 
being named an All-American in 
2011. On Tuesday at Getterman 
Stadium, Canion displayed com-
plete dominance on the mound. 

Canion struck out 10 of 19 
batters faced, and No. 12 Baylor 
softball defeated Texas State 2-0 to 
move to 23-4 and 6-1 at home. 

Canion struck out three 
straight batters to open the game, 
and Baylor took advantage. Junior 
right fielder Kaitlyn Thumann led 
off with a walk for Baylor. Fresh-
man second baseman Ari Hawkins 
sacrificed Thumann to second in 
the next at-bat. Down 0-2 in the 

count, senior catcher Clare Hosack 
blasted a home run to give Baylor 
an early 2-0 lead. 

“You always want to get ahead 
in the first inning,” Hosack said. 
“Doing that takes a little pressure 
off the pitcher and gives us a little 
more room to have fun and just 
play.”

Canion threw 3.2 innings of 
perfect baseball before allowing a 
walk to first baseman Kendall Wi-
ley in the fourth. Over that stretch, 
Canion faced 11 batters and struck 
out eight. 

Canion’s no-hit bid was bro-
ken up in the sixth inning by right 
fielder Bianca Prado’s single.  

“It’s very frustrating to lose it 
that way,” Canion said. “Rarely do I 
come off the field in a good mood, 
but I know if it’s meant to be then 
it’s meant to be.”

Canion threw 5.2 innings and 

allowed one hit and one walk 
against 19 batters. She added 
10 strikeouts, or a strikeout ev-
ery nine pitches. To put that into 
perspective, losing pitcher Rayn 
House threw 105 pitches over six 
innings and struck out a batter ev-
ery 35 pitches. 

“You want to get a pitcher on a 
positive incline,” head coach Glenn 
Moore said. “She felt she’s in the 
zone for the first time in a couple of 
years probably. She wasn’t even just 
looking at a no-hitter, but a perfect 
game for a while too. Ari made a 
great play almost saving it for her.”

Sophomore pitcher Heather 
Stearns earned the save after 
throwing 1.1 innings of hitless 
softball. 

Despite the win, Moore was 
displeased with the lack of offense 
after the first inning. 

“I think it’s a mentality,” Moore 

said. “We were going to take to-
morrow off and do conditioning, 
now we’re coming back and prac-
ticing offense because we need it.”

With the win against Texas 
State, Baylor moved to 23-4. The 
Bears have won 11 straight games, 
including a perfect 5-0 in the USF 
Spring Break Invitational in Flori-
da. 

“Fans like to talk about peak-
ing early,” Moore said. “As a coach, 
you want this team to peak as early 
as you possibly can. I want them 
playing well the second they hit 
the field. You’re going to stay at a 
higher place whenever you’re com-
ing out of the blocks hard. That’s 
the way we want to play every time 
we step on the field.”

Baylor will play a two-game se-
ries against Texas on Saturday and 
Sunday at Getterman Stadium in 
Waco. 

Baylor junior outfielder Adam Toth rounds second base in Baylor’s 9-3 vic-
tory over Houston Baptist on Tuesday at Baylor Ballpark.

Kevin Freeman | Lariat PhotograPher

Baylor senior pitcher Whitney Canion throws a pitch in Baylor’s 2-0 win 
over Texas State on Tuesday at Getterman Stadium. 

Kevin Freeman | Lariat PhotograPher
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of Transportation and the Texas A&M 
Transportation Institute are doing what 
they can to help construction companies 
get their work done without obstructing 
too much traffic.

“It’s definitely a balancing act,” Wheat-
ley said.

SEE ROADS, page 6

ROADS from Page 1

Triangle.
“When something like this hap-

pens that confounds us, we’re of-
fended by it, and we’re scared by it,” 
said Ric Gillespie, a former U.S. avia-
tion accident investigator who wrote 
a book about Earhart’s still-unsolved 
1937 disappearance over the Pacific 
Ocean. “We had the illusion of con-
trol and it’s just been shown to us 
that oh, folks, you know what? A re-
ally big airliner can just vanish. And 
nobody wants to hear that.”

Part of the problem, said Andrew 
Thomas, the editor-in-chief of the 
Journal of Transportation Security, 
is that airline systems are not as so-
phisticated as many people might 
think. A case in point, he said, is that 
airports and airplanes around the 
world use antiquated radar track-
ing technology, first developed in 
the 1950s, rather than modern GPS 
systems.

A GPS system might not have 
solved the mystery of Flight 370, 
which disappeared March 8 while 
flying from Kuala Lumpur, Malay-
sia, to Beijing. But it would probably 
have given searchers a better read 
on the plane’s last known location, 
Thomas said.

“There are lots of reasons why 
they haven’t changed, but the major 
one is cost,” he said. “The next-gen-
eration technology would cost $70 to 
$80 billion in the U.S.”

Experts say the plane’s disap-
pearance will likely put pressure on 
airlines and governments to improve 
the way they monitor planes, includ-
ing handoff procedures between 
countries. Flight 370 vanished after it 
signed off with Malaysian air-traffic 
controllers, and never made contact 

with their Vietnamese counterparts 
as it should have.

And if the plane is never found, 
liability issues will be a huge head-
ache for courts. With no wreckage, 
it would be difficult to determine 
whether the airline, manufactur-
ers or other parties should bear the 
brunt of responsibility.

“The international aviation legal 
system does not anticipate the com-
plete disappearance of an aircraft,” 
said Brian Havel, a law professor and 
director of the International Avia-
tion Law Institute at DePaul Univer-
sity in Chicago. “We just don’t have 
the tools for that at present.”

The families of the missing, of 
course, would face the most painful 
consequences of a failed search.

“In any kind of death, the most 
important matter for relatives and 
loved ones is knowing the context 
and circumstances,” said Kevin Tso, 
the chief executive of New Zealand 
agency Victim Support, which has 
been counseling family and friends 
of the two New Zealand passengers 
aboard the flight. “When there’s very 
little information, it’s very difficult.”

Tso said the abundance of specu-
lation about the plane’s fate in the 
media and elsewhere is not helpful 
to the families, who may be getting 
false hope that their loved ones are 
still alive.

It has been nearly 50 years since a 
plane carrying more than two dozen 
people vanished without a trace, 
according to a list of unexplained 
aviation disappearances tracked by 
the Flight Safety Foundation. An 
Argentine military plane carrying 69 
people disappeared in 1965 and has 
never been found.

Earhart, the first female pilot to 
cross the Atlantic Ocean, vanished 
over the Pacific with Fred Noonan 
during an attempt to circumnavi-
gate the globe. Seven decades later, 
people are still transfixed. Theories 
range from her simply running out 
of fuel and crashing to her staging 
her own disappearance and secretly 
returning to the U.S. to live under 
another identity.

There is also an ongoing fasci-
nation with the Bermuda Triangle, 
where several ships and planes dis-
appeared, including a squadron 
of five torpedo bombers in 1945. 
Studies have indicated the area is 
no more dangerous than any other 
stretch of ocean.

More than two dozen countries 
are involved in the effort to find 
Flight 370 and end the uncertainty, 
with dozens of aircraft and boats 
searching along a vast arc where in-
vestigators believe the plane ended 
up, judging by signals received by a 
satellite.

Gillespie and other experts said 
they expect the plane will eventually 
be found, even if investigators have 
to wait until some wreckage washes 
ashore.

“We all expect we’re going to 
find this plane and the chances are 
probably pretty good that we’ll find 
something. But you know, I think 
everyone thought that about Ame-
lia Earhart as well,” said Phaedra 
Hise, a pilot and author of “Pilot Er-
ror: The Anatomy of a Plane Crash.” 
‘’We know there’s a chance that we 
may never find out what happened. 
Which is a little scary, isn’t it?”

MISSING from Page 1 THEORIES from Page 1

transponder is. It’s avionics 
equipment that when it re-
ceives a radar ping from air 
traffic control radar, the box 
sends back a strong radar sig-
nal, and it also has code in it 
[squawk].

As long as the aircraft is in 
range of an air traffic control 
radar and it’s transmitting that 
squawk, then it will show up. 

What I’ve read what hap-
pened was that the transpon-
der was turned off, but the 
military radar continued to 
track the raw radar reflection 
from the airplane, but there 
was nothing being transmitted. 

It’s like the way we track 
missiles or enemy aircraft, but 
all you’re getting is a blip on a 
screen. You don’t have any way 
of identifying it.

The other thing the aircraft 
was doing was transmitting 
ACARS (Aircraft Communica-
tions Addressing and Report-
ing System), a digital signal 
that can either go on the radio 
or through a satellite. It’s the 
way that airlines communicate 
with each other and share in-
formation back and forth. 

When you’re under air traf-
fic control, you fly from one re-
gion to another. One controller 
will have everything in that 
region until a plane crosses 
the border to another region. 
In this case they were crossing 
over from Malaysian airspace 
to Vietnam airspace. 

A few things happened that 
they finally admitted to, and 
that’s what’s been part of the 
problem in this mystery. 

Malaysian officials have, 
in my opinion, just bungled 
the information that’s been 
put out, or they’ve been slow 
and forthcoming, or they just 
didn’t know what they had and 
didn’t know how to report it. 

One, they said goodnight 
to the Malaysian air traffic 
control and never contacted 

Vietnam, so this all happened 
during the handoff. 

It’s also out over the open 
ocean with very little coverage 
as well, so it’s not unusual to be 
out of contact, especially flying 
over international waters. 

The transponder was 
turned off, and the ACARS 
stopped reporting, but the tim-
ing of that is unknown. So you 
can’t draw any conclusions that 
it was necessarily deliberate. 

The ACARS send a ping to 
satellites, and apparently one 
of the satellites was receiving 
pings for hours after the disap-
pearance. So if that’s true, then 
that means the airplane con-
tinued to fly and parts contin-
ued to operate even though the 
transponder had been turned 
off. 

Q: What other specula-
tions have arisen that are also 
possibilities?

A: There’s a lot of possibili-
ties for this, skipping over the 
fact that it was deliberate at 
this point. 

I’ve heard speculations 
such as pilot suicide and ter-
rorists’ acts. If the pilot wanted 
to, he could decompress the 
cabin while he was wearing 
his oxygen mask and cause the 
entire passenger list to pass out 
and then do whatever he want-
ed. Since 9/11, you can’t break 
down the cockpit doors any-
more, and they’re bulletproof. 
So it’s all hard to tell.

The things I find curious is 
that it appears that for whatev-
er reason, the transponder was 
turned off, and the airplane 
continued to fly and send sig-
nals to the satellite. And if the 
ACARS was turned off, that 
denotes somebody who knew 
about the systems.

If it was suicide or they just 
got befuddled somehow and 
turned southwest to the south-

ern Indian Ocean and crashed, 
then it will probably never be 
found unless debris is found.

If it was a fire, they either 
would have been able to put 
it out and turn back to land 
somewhere, even without 
communications. 

And if they weren’t able to 
navigate, they crashed. It was 
also at night their time, so if 
they lost complete navigation 
control, then they’ve got to fly 
by compass and watch, which 
means they have to know 
where they are. If there’s no 
radio, it makes it even more 
difficult.

One of the things that came 
out of the Asiana flight in San 
Francisco [in July 2013] was 
that pilots these days do not 
have a lot of stick time; they 
rely a lot on automated sys-
tems. They are less proficient 
at handling the airplane when 
unusual emergency strikes.

So if these guys are in the 
dark scrambling around trying 
to figure out what’s going on, 
then they may not have been 
able to handle it. But again, 
pure speculation.

Q: Many reports are rop-
ing the United States’ help 
into this situation. How could 
or should the U.S. get in-
volved?

A: International law says 
that the country where some-
thing happens in is responsible 
for the investigation. 

If it’s over international 
airspace where there is no ju-
risdiction, the country under 
whose flag the aircraft is flying 
under has jurisdiction, so Ma-
laysia clearly has jurisdiction 
in this case. 

We have volunteered re-
sources to assist them, but we 
would be out of line to try and 
take on the investigation.

Do it for the ’gram. 

@baylorlariat
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